3. Our concern is that, after having seized our
guns, the American government will
overthrow our Constitutional Government,
instituting the dictatorship - "NOVUS ORDO
SECLORUM" - government on the back of
our One Dollar Bill!
PROTOCOL # 11
"... we must create ferments, discords and hostility ... The gentiles are a flock of
sheep, and we are their wolves. And you know what happens when the wolves get
hold of the flock? "
Further, The Protocols of the Learned Elders of Zion tells us that the citizen will not
be able to trust in anything the leaders are telling them! Listen and be enlightened:
"The principal factor of success in the political is the secrecy of its undertakings: the
word should not agree with the deeds of the diplomat." (Protocols, IBID)
"When we come into our kingdom, our orators will expound great problems which
have turned humanity upside down in order to bring it, at the end, under our
beneficent rule. Who will ever suspect, then, that all these peoples were stagemanaged by us according to a political plan which no one has so much as guessed at
in the course of many centuries?" [End of Protocol No. 13 ]
The majority of Americans have no idea they have been "stage-managed" according
to a "political plan" which has been ongoing now for over many centuries"! we have
been manipulated into believing many wrong ideas and concepts, and this public
shooting debate is one of the most important to the Global Elite.
"Moreover, the art of directing masses and individuals by means of cleverly
manipulated theory and verbiage ... in which the [common people] understand
nothing, belongs likewise to the specialists of our administrative brain." [Protocol #4;
Emphasis added]
Can anyone say "Fake News"?
"We must compel the governments of the goyim to take action in the direction
favoured by our widely conceived plan ... by what we shall represent as public
opinion, secretly prompted by us through the means of that so-called 'Great Power' --

the Press, which, with a few exceptions, is already entirely in our hands." [Protocol
#7]
Every American needs to understand that the entire national press is controlled by the
Illuminati, and is simply giving you the "news" you are supposed to have. Very soon,
all alternative sources of news is going to be shut down. That time draws ever closer.
"In order to put public opinion into our hands we must bring it into a state of
bewilderment by giving expression from all sides to so many contradictory opinions
and for such length of time as will suffice to make the [average person] lose their
heads in the labyrinth and come to see that the best thing is to have no opinion of any
kind, in matters political." [Protocol #5]
Since we are moving, by Plan, toward the calculated change of government -- a
global, dictatorial government historically unprecedented in power and repression -then we need a lot of planned conflict fed us daily. Wars, rumors of wars, class
conflict, mass public shootings, and many more tidbits of Bad News, floods our
consciousness daily. This is the Plan.

This dictatorship is prophesied to be history's most brutal!
"These laws will withdraw one by one all the indulgences and liberties which have
been permitted ... and our kingdom will be distinguished by a despotism of such
magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every place in a position to
wipe out any ... who oppose us by deed or word." [PROTOCOL 5 -- DESPOTISM
AND MODERN PROGRESS]
Did you catch the kind of dictatorship [despotism] that the Illuminati has planned for
every nation once they are brought under the rule of Antichrist?
"... a despotism of such magnificent proportions as to be at any moment and in every
place in a position to wipe out any ... who oppose us by deed or word."
Further, once they have full control, they plan on "wiping us out". You have been
forewarned, and the handwriting is most definitely on the wall. The only question is,
are you paying attention? Or, are you so engrossed in your investment strategies,
football games, and other facets of your life right now, that you do not want to hear
any truth, especially "bad news" truth?
Truly, Jesus was correct when He predicted that THE Hallmark Characteristic
of the End of the Age is unparalleled deception! [Matthew 24:4, 11, and 24]

Which would you rather face: Public shooters who kill 5-60
innocent people or a tyrannical government killing 100
million?
HISTORIC RECORD OF GUN
CONTROL
Strap your mental and emotional seatbelts on,
for the facts presented below are not only
historically accurate, but are about to occur
again, not only in this country, but in all
countries who have allowed their guns to be
taken. Remember, Hitler killed his tens of
millions, but Antichrist is prophesied to kill
his 4 billion (66% reduction, as revealed in
the Book of Revelation).
Study now the sorry historic record.
"In the 20th Century, governments murdered four times as many civilians as were killed in all the
international and domestic wars combined. Further, governments murdered millions more people
than were killed by common criminals." ("Death by Gun Control" by Aaron Zelman and Richard
W. Stevens, http://www.jpfo.org/deathgc.htm).
The Human Cost of "Gun Control" Seizures
Government

Ottoman
Turkey

Soviet Union

Dates

19151917

1929 1945

Targets

Armenians
(mostly
Christians)

Political
opponents;
farming
communities

Civilians
Killed

"Gun
Control"
Laws Passed

1 - 1.5
million

Art. 166, Pen.
Code, 1866
& 1911
Proclamation,
1915

* Resolutions,
1918
* Decree, July
12, 1920
* Art. 59 &
20 million
182,

Features of Over-all
Gun Control Scheme
• Permits required
•Government list of
owners
•Ban on possession
•Licensing of owners
•Ban on possession
•Severe penalties

* Penal code,
1926
Nazi Germany 1933 & Occupied 1945

Political
opponents;

20 million * Law on
Firearms &

•Registration &
Licensing

Europe

Jews;
Gypsies;
critics;
"examples"

Ammun., 1928 •Stricter handgun laws
* Weapon Law, •Ban on possession
March 18,
1938
* Regulations
against Jews,
1938
10 million * Art. 205,
Crim. Code,
1914
* Art. 186-87,
Crim. Code,
1935

•Government permit
system
•Ban on private
ownership

Nationalist
China

19271949

Political
opponents;
army
conscripts;
others

Red China

* 19511952
* 19571960
* 19661976

Political
opponents;
Rural
populations
Enemies of
the state

20-35
million

Act of Feb. 20,
1951
Act of Oct. 22,
1957

* Prison or death to
"counter-revolutionary
criminals" and anyone
resisting any government
program
* Death penalty for those
who supply guns to such
"criminals"

Guatemala

19601981

Mayans &
other Indians;
plus
political
enemies

100,000 200,000

* Decree 36,
Nov 25 Act of
1932
* Decree 386,
1947
* Decree 283,
1964

•Register guns & owners
•Licensing with high
fees
•Prohibit carrying guns
•Bans on guns, sharp
tools •Confiscation
powers

Uganda

19711979

Christians
Political
enemies

300,000

* Firearms
Ordinance,
1955
* Firearms Act,
1970

•Register all guns &
owners •Licenses for
transactions
•Warrentless searches
•Confiscation powers

Cambodia
(Khmer
Rouge)

19751979

Educated
Persons;
Political
enemies

2 million
(C/E
Note: 66%
population
reduction)

* Art. 322-328,
Penal Code
* Royal
Ordinance 55,
1938

•Licenses for guns,
owners, ammunition &
transactions
•Photo ID with
fingerprints •License
inspected quarterly

Rwanda

1994

Tutsi people

800,000

Decree-Law
No. 12, 1979

•Register guns, owners,
ammunition
•Owners must justify
need
•Concealable guns
illegal •Confiscating
powers

https://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/index.html retrieved and copied 7th August 2019
Note that since the latest mass shooting...8CHAN web forum has been closed down because the last
3 shooters supposedly had links to it. 8CHAN is a source of alternative news for many folks.
Anyone who writes the truth is now called a terrorist!!
Facebook bans all content on vaccine awareness, including facts about vaccine ingredients...
Notably, tech giants are now banning vaccine truth information by labeling it "misinformation" in
exactly the same way they ban conservative content by labeling it "hate speech." ...
https://www.naturalnews.com/...ent-on-vaccine-awareness.html
Google now banning SCIENTISTS and statisticians as the search engine's war on truth...
Google now banning SCIENTISTS and statisticians as the search engine's war on truth ramps up
Wednesday, August 23, 2017 by: Frances Bloomfield Tags: Censorship, Google, oppression, ...
https://www.naturalnews.com/...es-war-on-truth-ramps-up.html
EXCLUSIVE: Google to block all anti-cancer, "anti-vax" and anti-GMO websites at the...
... targets right now, with everyone from Vimeo to MailChimp now banning vaccine awareness
channels outright. The truth is that too many people accepted the political censorship ...
https://www.naturalnews.com/...tes-at-the-browser-level.html

